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Silman's Complete Endgame Course Jeremy Silman 2006-02 For over 100 years, the world's leading chess
players and teachers have told their students to study the endgame. Now, for the first time, a revolutionary,
richly instructive endgame book has been designed for players of all levels. This is the one and only endgame
book you'll need as you move up the ladder from beginner to tournament player and master. Designed to
"speak" to a player in a very personal way, Silman's book teaches the student everything he or she needs to
know at his or her current rating level, and builds on that knowledge for each subsequent phase of the player's
development. Starting at the beginner's level, all basic mates are clearly and painstakingly explained. After
that, the critical building blocks that form the endgame foundation for all tournament hopefuls and
experienced tournament competitors are explored in detail. Finally, advanced endgame secrets, based on
concepts rather than memorization, are presented in a way that makes them easy to master. The basic keys to a
well-rounded endgame education -- Opposition, the Lucena and Philidor Positions, Cat and Mouse, Trebuchet,
Fox in the Chicken Coup, Triangulation, Building a Box, Square of a Pawn, Outflanking, the Principle of Two
Weaknesses -- are vital. But equally important is creating a love of the endgame, which is addressed at the end
of the book with a look at chess tactics, minor piece domination, and a discussion of the five greatest endgame
players of all time -- all things that every fan of chess at every level can enjoy. If you have found the endgame
to be a mystery, if you have found that your confidence plummets once you reach an endgame, if you have
searched for an instructive endgame book that will turn your weakest link -- your endgame -- into your
personal field of power, your search is over. The book is the key to a world of essential ideas, startling beauty,
and stunning creativity.
1001 Chess Exercises for Club Players Frank Erwich 2019-10-28 A complete course for club and tournament
players Chess is 99% tactics. This celebrated observation is not only true for beginners, but also for club players
(Elo 1500 – 2000). If you want to win more games, nothing works better than training your combination skills.
There are two types of books on tactics: those that introduce the concepts followed by some examples, and
workbooks that contain lots of exercises. FIDE Master Frank Erwich has done both: he explains all the key
tactical ideas AND provides an enormous amount of exercises for each different theme. Erwich has created a
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complete tactics book for ambitious club and tournament players. He takes you to the next level of identifying
weak spots in the position of your opponent, recognizing patterns of combinations, visualizing tricks and
calculating effectively. Erwich has also included a new and important element: tests that will improve your
defensive skills. 1001 Chess Exercises for Club Players is not a freewheeling collection of puzzles. It serves as a
course text book, because only the most didactically productive exercises are featured. Every chapter starts
with easy examples, but don’t worry: the level of difficulty will steadily increase.
Tactics Time 2 Tim Brennan 2015-02-07 Tactics Time 2 presents 1001 fresh and instructive positions that Tim
and Anthea have assembled from real amateur chess games, leaving you able to spot relatively simple patterns
like a knight fork, an overloaded piece or a weak back rank.

Play Stronger Chess by Examining Chess960 Gene Milener 2006-01-01 This is a chess book that uses chess960
(Fischer Random Chess) as a tool to understand better the fundamentals of chess. For instance, we found that
the traditional principles of chess opening play are a mix of true principles plus other brittle principles that fail
when the initial arrange of pieces behind pawns is varied.
Van Perlo's Endgame Tactics Ger van Perlo 2015-09-01 New and substantially expanded edition of a modern
chess classic. By chance, in 2013 publisher New In Chess discovered a previously unnoticed and unpublished
extra batch of endgame tactics collected by the legendary Dutch correspondence grandmaster Ger van Perlo
(1932-2010). More than 250 fresh examples have been added, making this fourth edition 25% BIGGER than its
predecessors. For casual players and club players. Why is it that most amateur chess players love opening and
middlegame tactics but hate endgames? Why do you usually look at only a couple of pages in any endgame
theory book you see? Sit back, forget about theoretical endgames, and enjoy the entertainment of real life chess
in Endgame Tactics! There is no substitute for hard work in getting better at chess, as a wise grandmaster once
said. But you always work harder at something you enjoy. Make the first step towards improving your
endgame play (and beating more opponents) by learning to love the endgame. Endgames are fun, and the
examples from everyday practice in Endgame Tactics prove it. • New (4th) and 25% expanded edition of a
best- selling modern classic • More than 1,300 Sparkling Tricks and Traps • WINNER of the ECF Book of the
Year Award • WINNER of the ChessCafe Book of the Year Award • Makes regular players discover the fun
in endgame

Endgame Secrets Christopher Lutz 1999 Many club and tournament players are excellent tacticians, but get
lost when it comes to the endgame. These strategies are a must for those who want knowledge about the
endgame to use with confidence--and deadly effect. Intermediate

Play the Noteboom Mark van der Werf 1996 The Noteboom is one of the most unusual and exciting chess
defenses to the queen's pawn. In this book, two Dutch experts on the Noteboon explain the main ideas and
variations through 32 illustrative games.
Chess Endgames for Kids Karsten Muller 2015-06-01 Most chess games are decided in the endgame. It is here
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where you reap the reward for your good play, or else use all your cunning to deny the opponent victory.
Knowing just a few key endgame techniques will dramatically increase your confidence, as you will
understand what positions to aim for and which to avoid. Starting with the basic mates and the simplest pawn
endings, this book provides all the endgame knowledge that players need to take them through to club level
and beyond. Muller carefully guides us step-by-step through a fascinating range of endgame tactics and
manoeuvres, helping us understand the underlying logic. Throughout the book, many cunning endgame
tricks are highlighted. You will have fun springing them on friends, family - or your opponents in serious
tournaments. Chess Endgames for Kids makes learning chess endgames fun. But it is also a serious endgame
course written by a leading endgame expert, and provides a firm basis for vital skills that will develop
throughout your chess career. German grandmaster Karsten Muller is arguably the world's foremost writer on
chess endgames. Whenever an interesting endgame occurs in a high-level game, the chess world knows that
it will soon be dissected and explained by Muller. Whether writing for a low-level or high-level audience, his
infectious zeal for the endgame shines through. His 'masterwork', Fundamental Chess Endings (co-authored
with Frank Lamprecht, and also published by Gambit) is a modern endgame 'bible' and was studied
intensively in his youth by current World Champion Magnus Carlsen.
Batsford Chess Endings Jon Speelman 1993 The endgame is the final phase of a game of chess, in which very
little material is left on the board and the weaknesses forced earlier in the game can be exploited. Theory,
while not changing as rapidly as in the openings, is no less important, and many games are won or lost because
one player knew the winning plan and the other didn't.
The 100 Endgames You Must Know Workbook Jesus De La Villa 2019-05-15 Jesus de la Villa's worldwide
bestseller 100 Endgames You Must Know successfully debunked the myth that endgame theory is complex
and endgame books are necessarily tedious. Reviewers praised its clarity and completeness and thousands of
players significantly improved their endgame understanding (and their results!). In the past couple of years, De
la Villa's students sometimes complained that when they had to apply what they had studied in 100
Endgames, they didn't have the material ready at their fingertips. And De la Villa made an important
discovery: most of their errors had already been made by others as well, even by strong and sometimes famous
chess players! De la Villa started collecting training material and selected those exercises best suited to retain
your knowledge and avoid common errors. In this book the Spanish grandmaster presents hundreds of
exercises grouped according to the various chapters in 100 Endgames. Solving these puzzles will drive home
the most important ideas, refresh your knowledge and improve your calculation skills. This book contains a
massive amount of clear, concise and easy-to-follow chess endgame instruction. The advice De la Villa gives in
the solutions is practical and useful. Ideal for every post-beginner, club player and candidate master who
wishes to win more games. (Spanish to English translation by Ramon Jessurun)
The Ultimate Chess Puzzle Book John Emms 2000 This book provides a wealth of puzzle positions to test just
about every facet of your tactical skills. The puzzles in this book have been selected by analysing games new
and old in search of original puzzle positions. It is very unlikely that even seasoned solvers will recognise
many of these positions. Emms, by allying his skills with those of powerful computers, has also made every
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effort to ensure that the solutions are sound, and that there are no unmentioned alternative solutions. The book
begins with 100 relatively easy positions suitable for novices, and ends with 100 extremely tough puzzles,
which provide a mind-bending challenge even for top-class players. There are 1001 puzzles in all.

100 Chess Master Trade Secrets Andrew Soltis 2013-10-30 If you want to become a chess master, there are
certain things you need to know – essential tips and techniques that the masters know, and you need to learn.
This incredibly useful book collects all these techniques together in one volume, so you can try them out, tick
them off, and start on your path towards chess greatness. Arranged in chapters covering every aspect of chess,
from openings to endgames, renowned chess author Andrew Soltis provides top 20 rundowns of these specific
positions and techniques: chapters include Top 20 Sacrifices, Top 20 Crucial Middlegame Decisions, Top 20
Endgame Techniques and Top 20 Exact Endgames. Written in Andrew Soltis's eternally engaging and
accessible style, this book will prove invaluable to any player who wants to become a chess master.
Winning Chess Manoeuvres Sarhan Guliev 2015-11-04 When a chess master finds a winning strategic idea it is
seldom by accident. An amateur, staring at a position on the chess board is often fumbling in the dark, his head
spinning with a multitude of general rules and vague notions. The master’s approach is concrete. He knows
how and where to look, because he has studied the games of other masters. In this book, grandmaster Sarhan
Guliev presents a wide range of strategic manoeuvres that have been repeatedly employed by great chess
players. He shows how masters generate ideas from the games of other masters: -- positional sacrifices -amazing counterplay concepts, -- unorthodox exchanges -- winning with g2 – g4 or h2-h4 -- overcoming a
blockade -- the advantages of double pawns -- the e5 pawn wedge -- the uses of the queen-bishop battery -and much more. Winning Chess Manoeuvres is brimming with interesting and instructive stories about the
chess greats, and written in an accessible and entertaining style. After studying this book, ambitious chess
players will find winning strategic manoeuvres quicker and more often. They will not find them by accident
or by relying on general principles, but because they have built up a large stockpile of highly practical ideas.

The Chess Endgame Exercise Book John Nunn 2020-10-14 Everyone knows they should work on their
endgame play. So many hard-earned advantages are squandered in 'simple' endings... But it's tough finding a
way to study endings that doesn't send you to sleep and that helps you actually remember and apply what you
have learnt. "While endgame theory books are helpful, active participation by the reader is a great aid to
learning. I hope that this book of endgame exercises will encourage readers to put their brains in high gear,
both to test themselves and to learn more about the endgame. I have spent several months selecting the 444
exercises in this book from what was initially a much larger collection." - John Nunn All major types of
endgame are covered, together with a wide-ranging chapter on endgame tactics. Examples are drawn from
recent practice or from little-known studies. The emphasis is on understanding and applying endgame
principles and rules of thumb. You will learn by experience, but always backed up by Nunn's expert guidance
to ensure that the lessons you take away from the book are correct and useful. Dr John Nunn is one of the bestrespected figures in world chess. He was among the world's leading grandmasters for nearly twenty years and
won four gold medals at chess Olympiads. In 2004, 2007 and 2010, Nunn was crowned World Chess Solving
Champion, ahead of many former champions. In 2011, his two-volume work Nunn's Chess Endings won the
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English Chess Federation Book of the Year Award, and was highly praised by Levon Aronian (who read both
books cover to cover!) when making the award presentation.
Dvoretsky's Endgame Manual Mark Dvoretsky 2010-11-12 The first edition of Dvoretsky's Endgame Manual
was immediately recognized by novice and master alike as one of the best books ever published on the
endgame. The second edition is revised and enlarged - now over 400 pages - covering all the most important
concepts required for endgame mastery. "I am sure that those who study this work carefully will not only
play the endgame better, but overall, their play will improve. One of the secrets of the Russian chess school is
now before you, dear reader!" - From the Foreword to the First Edition by Grandmaster Artur Yusupov
"Going through this book will certainly improve your endgame knowledge, but just as important, it will also
greatly improve your ability to calculate variations... What really impresses me is the deep level of analysis in
the book... All I can say is: This is a great book. I hope it will bring you as much pleasure as it has me." - From
the Preface to the First Edition by International Grandmaster Jacob Aagaard Here's what they had to say about
the First Edition: "Dvoretsky's Endgame Manual ... may well be the chess book of the year... [It] comes close to
an ultimate one-volume manual on the endgame." - Lubomir Kavalek in his chess column of December 1, 2003
in the Washington Post. "Dvoretsky's Endgame Manual is quite simply a masterpiece of research and insight. It
is a tremendous contribution to endgame literature, certainly the most important one in many years, and
destined to be a classic of the literature (if it isn't already one). The famous trainer Mark Dvoretsky has put
together a vast number of examples that he has not only collected, but analysed and tested with some of the
world's strongest players. This is a particularly important book from the standpoint of clarifying, correcting,
and extending the theory of endings. Most of all, Dvoretsky's analysis is staggering in its depth and accuracy." John Watson, reviewing DEM at The Week In Chess 2003 Book of the Year - JeremySilman.com 2003 Book
of the Year - Seagaard Chess Reviews: "This is an extraordinary good chess book. To call this the best book on
endgames ever written seems to be an opinion shared by almost all reviewers and commentators. And I must
say that I am not to disagree." - Erik Sobjerg
The 100 Endgames You Must Know Workbook Jesus de la Villa 2019-05-01 Jesus de la Villa’s worldwide
bestseller 100 Endgames You Must Know successfully debunked the myth that endgame theory is complex
and that endgame books are tedious. Reviewers praised its clarity and completeness and thousands of players
dramatically improved their endgame understanding (and their results!). In recent years, De la Villa’s students
sometimes complained that when they had to apply what they had studied in 100 Endgames, they didn’t
always have the material ready at their fingertips. De la Villa then made an important discovery: most of the
errors his students made are being made by others as well, even by strong and sometimes famous chess
players! De la Villa started collecting training material and selected those exercises best suited to retain and
improve your knowledge and avoid common errors. In this book the Spanish grandmaster presents hundreds
of exercises grouped according to the various chapters in 100 Endgames. Solving these puzzles will drive home
the most important ideas, refresh your knowledge and improve your technique. This book contains a massive
amount of clear, concise and easy-to-follow chess endgame instruction. The advice De la Villa gives in the
solutions is practical and useful. Ideal for every post-beginner, club player and candidate master who wishes to
win more games.
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Tune Your Chess Tactics Antenna Emmanuel Neiman 2014-03-07 If only real life were like a book on chess
tactics! But during a game you are on your own, and nobody will whisper in your ear that you have reached a
position that is, in fact, a tactical puzzle and all you have to do is solve it. What you need, discovered
Emmanuel Neiman in his long career as a chess trainer, is a way to read the signals which indicate that,
somewhere in the position you are looking at, there is a tactical blow. What you need is a Chess Tactics
Antenna! This trailblazing book by award-winning author Neiman provides a set of tools that enables the
average club player to determine the moment he needs to look for win.

Everyone's First Chess Workbook Peter Giannatos 2021-09-06 This chess workbook features a complete set of
fundamental tactics, checkmate patterns, exercises, hints, and solutions. Peter Giannatos selected 738 exercises
based on ten years of experience with thousands of pupils at the prize-winning Charlotte Chess Center. All
problems are clean, without unnecessary fluff that detracts from their instructive value.
Jon Speelman's Chess Puzzle Book Jon Speelman 2008-01-01 Jon Speelman is one of the most successful British
chess-players of all time, and is renowned for the creativity of his play and his remarkable calculating ability.
He is also an extremely experienced writer and chess coach. His personal selection of chess puzzles will
infuriate, entertain, test and instruct chess-players of all levels. Themed sections include: * Finger Exercises *
Stalemate * The Skewer * The Pin * Pawn Promotion * Line Opening and Closing * Loose Pieces * Mating
Attacks * The Back Rank * Knight Forks
Chess Puzzles for Kids Murray Chandler 2012 Contains one hundred chess positions to solve, ranging from
very easy to incredibly difficult, and every puzzle is preceded by an instructive example illustrating a pattern.
Middlegame Strategy Robert Leininger 1997-07-01 "Middlegame Strategy" takes the guesswork out of
planning in chess. By concentrating on one fundamental pawn formation, this book shows you how to cut
through the clutter, focusing on how the pawns can lead the way to the best course of play and the win!
Winning Chess Endings Yasser Seirawan 2003-10-01 Approach every endgame with a winning strategy! Good
books about endgames for beginners are few and far between. WINNING CHESS ENDINGS is a great one a
gripping introduction to what you need to know to win chess endings, taught by American Grandmaster
Yasser Seirawan. His entertaining, easy-to-understand style, incisive stories and insiders advice will help you
develop a solid grasp of proven principles that you can apply with confidence whenever a game goes the
distance. You'll learn to prevail time and again in endgames with common and uncommon combinations and
pieces. WINNING CHESS ENDINGS teaches endgame strategies in an exciting new way: by putting you in
the middle of the action with firsthand stories taken directly from famous matches. Pull up a chair and watch
the world's most exciting chess endings. Then become an endgame master!
Understanding Queen Endgames Karsten Müller 2020-01-15 The Daunting Domain of Queen Endgames
Explained! Knowing the abilities and limitations of the powerful queen is very valuable for mastering the
secrets of the royal game, and this can be studied best in the endgame. Queen endgames are very difficult, if
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only for purely mathematical reasons – the queen is the most mobile peace in chess, and the amount of possible
options is incomparably higher than in any other type of endgames. This book follows a dual philosophy as in
the three previous works by the same authors: Understanding Rook Endgames, Understanding Minor Piece
Endgames and Understanding Rook vs. Minor Piece Endgames. The 7-piece endings are dealt with in great
detail. They are often so complex that pre-tablebase analysis almost always contains errors. Many new
discoveries are revealed here. But to really understand the fight of a queen against a queen or minor pieces
with rooks, these theoretical positions are of course not enough. So subchapters on the principles of each
material configuration have been added. All in all, this fantastic book is already on my (very short) “must
study” list for chessplayers of different levels, including the top ten! I want to thank the authors for the
courage which is required just to start working on such a complex topic, as well as for the very high quality of
their work, which will endure for decades to come and will be very useful for many future generations of
chessplayers. – from the Foreword by Vladimir Kramnik,14th World Chess Champion
Forcing Chess Moves Charles Hertan 2019-09-01 WINNER of the ChessCafe 2008 Book of the Year Award
SHORTLISTED for The Guardian 2008 Chess Book of the Year Award Why is it that the human brain so often
refuses to consider winning chess tactics? Every chess fan marvels at the wonderful combinations with which
famous masters win their games. How do they find those fantastic moves? Do they have special vision? And
why do computers outwit us tactically? Forcing Chess Moves proposes a revolutionary method for finding
winning moves. Charles Hertan has made an astonishing discovery: the failure to consider key moves is often
due to human bias. Your brain tends to disregard many winning moves because they are counter-intuitive or
look unnatural. It’s a fact of life: computers outdo us humans when it comes to tactical vision and brute force
calculation. So why not learn from them? Charles Hertan’s radically different approach is: use COMPUTER
EYES and always look for the most forcing move first. By studying forcing sequences according to Hertan’s
method you will: Develop analytical precision Improve your tactical vision Overcome human bias and staleness
Enjoy the calculation of difficult positions Win more games by recognizing moves that matter. This New and
Extended Fourth Edition of Hertan’s award-winning modern classic includes 50 extra pages with new and
instructive combinations. There is a foreword by three-time US chess champion Joel Benjamin, and a special
foreword to this new edition by Swedish Grandmaster Pontus Carlsson.
Understanding Rook vs. Minor Piece Endgames Karsten Müller 2020-01-10 A Journey into the Land of Rook
vs. Minor Piece Endgames Knowing the abilities and limitations of the minor pieces and their cooperation
with a rook is very valuable for mastering the secrets of the royal game and this can be studied best in the
endgame. The book before you now will take you into a mysterious and charming world. The actors in these
fairy-tale stories are the rook, the bishop, and the knight. This book is the third volume in the authors’
acclaimed Understanding Endgames series. It follows a dual philosophy, like their previous works,
Understanding Rook Endgames and Understanding Minor Piece Endgames. It deals with seven-piece minorpiece endings in some detail. These endgames are often so deep that pre-tablebase analysis almost always
contained errors. Many new discoveries are revealed here. In addition, the authors emphasize the important
five- and six-piece endings every club player should know. But to really understand minor piece endings,
these theoretical positions are of course not enough. Sub-chapters on the principles of each material
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configuration have therefore been added. “If you enjoy beauty in chess, if you want to improve your handling
of the endgame, and if you want to become closer friends with the rook, bishop, and knight on the chessboard,
then this journey into the land of rook and minor piece endgames will reward you.” – from the Foreword by
Alex Fishbein
Dismantling the Sicilian Jesus de la Villa 2017-11-13 This a completely new edition, updated and extended
from the original 2009 publication. It includes important changes in the basic framework of the repertoire and
presents lots of new ideas and hundreds of novelties. The Sicilian Defence is the most widely played chess
opening, both at club level as well as among top grandmasters. Since Black gets dynamic play in almost all
variations, Black players of all levels will probably continue to play the Sicilian for a long time to come. It has
been difficult for White to obtain any advantage in Sicilian sidelines, and this book therefore presents a
complete repertoire for White in the most important main lines: the Open Sicilians with 1.e4 c5 2.Nf3. Each
variation is presented with its main ideas, its typical tactics and strategies, and with instructive games. The
authors always summarize the most important features.
100 Endgames You Must Know: Vital Lessons for Every Chess Player Jesus De La Villa 2016-01-15 This is a
new and improved edition of an all-time classic! The good news about endgames is that there are relatively
few endings you should know by heart and that once you know these endings, that's it. Your knowledge
never goes out of date! The bad news is that, all the same, the endgame technique of most players is deficient.
Modern time-controls make matters worse: there is simply not enough time to delve deep into the position.
Grandmaster Jesus de la Villa debunks the myth that endgame theory is complex and he teaches you to steer
the game into a position you are familiar with. This book contains only those endgames that show up most
frequently, are easy to learn and contain ideas that are useful in more difficult positions. Your performance
will improve dramatically because this book brings you simple rules, detailed and lively explanations, many
diagrams, clear summaries of the most important themes and dozens of tests.
Saving Lost Positions Leonid Aleksandrovich Shamkovich 1987 It is not always possible to win a game of chess
by obtaining an advantage and then logically converting it into a win. In the games of average players the
result is often in doubt until the last blunder and the more resourceful player will usually triumph.No game of
chess is won by resigning and the "swindle" in an integral part of modern tournament play. How does one
fight back from a bad position? What are the types of resource one should be looking for? Is it better to defend
passively or lash out and try to confuse the opponent?These questions are all dealt with in this entertaining
and instructive book. Complete games are given throughout and this allows the reader to understand how the
game has swung as a result of a series of errors.Leonid Shamkovich is a former Soviet Grandmaster. Eric
Schiller is a FIDE Master and the author and translator of many books.
A Modern Guide to Checkmating Patterns Vladimir Barsky 2020-05-18 A winning streak in chess, says Cyrus
Lakdawala, is a lot more than just the sum of its games. In this book he examines what it means when
everything clicks, when champions become unstoppable and demolish opponents. What does it mean to be ‘in
the zone’? What causes these sweeps, what sparks them and what keeps them going? And why did they come
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to an end? Lakdawala takes you on a trip through chess history looking at peak performances of some of the
greatest players who ever lived: Morphy, Steinitz, Pillsbury, Lasker, Capablanca, Alekhine, Botvinnik,
Fischer, Tal, Kasparov, Karpov, Caruana and Carlsen. They all had very different playing styles, yet at a
certain point in their rich careers they all entered the zone and simply wiped out the best players in the
world. In the Zone explains the games of the greatest players during their greatest triumphs. As you study
and enjoy these immortal performances you will improve your ability to overpower your opponents. You will
understand how great moves originate and you will be inspired to become more productive and creative. In
the Zone may bring you closer to that special place yourself: the zone.
Prepare to Attack Gary Lane 2011-01 International Master Gary Lane is convinced that successful chess attacks
are all about preparation. He focuses on planning and strategy, and introduces easy-to-learn attacking
techniques for club players.
Endgame Tactics Training John C. Murray 2019-10-24 This book has been designed for players who want to
improve their technique in endgame through practice. You have to put yourself in the shoes of the American
international grandmaster Yasser Seirawan and discover the strategies he used. This will allow you to think
like a grandmaster in endgame. Eventually, you will be more precise in your calculations and in the planning
phase. A selection of 20 exercises
Chess Tactics Workbook for Kids John Nunn 2019-07-08 This is a book for those who know the rules of chess
and are keen to start winning games. The quickest way to improve your chess is to learn tactics. But not just
knowing the themes - you need to get used to using them in real positions. Master tactician John Nunn has
thoughtfully crafted a course that gives you the basic nuggets of knowledge and immediately invites you to
start finding tactical ideas for yourself. Chess Tactics Workbook for Kids is the first in a new series of books that
help players gain chess skills by tackling hundreds of carefully chosen exercises. The themes are similar to
those in Gambit's best-selling 'Chess for Kids' series, but the focus is on getting vital hands-on experience. Many
positions build on ones given earlier, showing how advanced ideas are normally made up of simpler ones that
we can all grasp. Each chapter introduces a basic theme and features dozens of exercises, with solutions that
highlight the key points. In each chapter there are tips on what to look out for to help spot tactical ideas. As the
chapters progress, we increasingly see how tactical ideas are combined together, with ideas from previous
sections repeatedly appearing as part of a deadly one-two punch. The book ends with a series of six test papers
where you are given no clues about the themes involved. Dr John Nunn is one of the best-respected figures in
world chess. He was among the world's leading grandmasters for nearly twenty years and won four gold
medals in chess Olympiads. In 2004, 2007 and 2010, Nunn was crowned World Chess Solving Champion, ahead
of many former champions.

1001 Chess Exercises for Beginners Franco Masetti 2019-01-11 Chess is 99% tactics. If this celebrated observation
is true for the master, how much more so for beginners and casual players! If you want to win more games,
nothing works better than training combinations. There are two types of books on tactics, those that introduce
the concepts followed by some examples, and workbooks that contain numerous exercises. Chess masters and
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trainers Franco Masetti and Roberto Messa have done both: they explain the basic tactical ideas AND provide
an enormous amount of exercises for each different theme. Masetti and Messa have created a great first tactics
book. It teaches you how to: ¯ identify weak spots in the position of your opponent ¯ recognize patterns of
combinations ¯ visualize tricks. 1001 Chess Exercises for Beginners can also be used as a course text book,
because only the most didactically productive exercises have been used.
Negotiating for Success: Essential Strategies and Skills George J. Siedel 2014-10-04 We all negotiate on a daily
basis. We negotiate with our spouses, children, parents, and friends. We negotiate when we rent an apartment,
buy a car, purchase a house, and apply for a job. Your ability to negotiate might even be the most important
factor in your career advancement. Negotiation is also the key to business success. No organization can survive
without contracts that produce profits. At a strategic level, businesses are concerned with value creation and
achieving competitive advantage. But the success of high-level business strategies depends on contracts made
with suppliers, customers, and other stakeholders. Contracting capability—the ability to negotiate and perform
successful contracts—is the most important function in any organization. This book is designed to help you
achieve success in your personal negotiations and in your business transactions. The book is unique in two
ways. First, the book not only covers negotiation concepts, but also provides practical actions you can take in
future negotiations. This includes a Negotiation Planning Checklist and a completed example of the checklist
for your use in future negotiations. The book also includes (1) a tool you can use to assess your negotiation style;
(2) examples of “decision trees,” which are useful in calculating your alternatives if your negotiation is
unsuccessful; (3) a three-part strategy for increasing your power during negotiations; (4) a practical plan for
analyzing your negotiations based on your reservation price, stretch goal, most-likely target, and zone of
potential agreement; (5) clear guidelines on ethical standards that apply to negotiations; (6) factors to consider
when deciding whether you should negotiate through an agent; (7) psychological tools you can use in
negotiations—and traps to avoid when the other side uses them; (8) key elements of contract law that arise
during negotiations; and (9) a checklist of factors to use when you evaluate your performance as a negotiator.
Second, the book is unique in its holistic approach to the negotiation process. Other books often focus narrowly
either on negotiation or on contract law. Furthermore, the books on negotiation tend to focus on what happens
at the bargaining table without addressing the performance of an agreement. These books make the mistaken
assumption that success is determined by evaluating the negotiation rather than evaluating performance of the
agreement. Similarly, the books on contract law tend to focus on the legal requirements for a contract to be
valid, thus giving short shrift to the negotiation process that precedes the contract and to the performance that
follows. In the real world, the contracting process is not divided into independent phases. What happens
during a negotiation has a profound impact on the contract and on the performance that follows. The contract’s
legal content should reflect the realities of what happened at the bargaining table and the performance that is
to follow. This book, in contrast to others, covers the entire negotiation process in chronological order
beginning with your decision to negotiate and continuing through the evaluation of your performance as a
negotiator. A business executive in one of the negotiation seminars the author teaches as a University of
Michigan professor summarized negotiation as follows: “Life is negotiation!” No one ever stated it better. As a
mother with young children and as a company leader, the executive realized that negotiations are pervasive in
our personal and business lives. With its emphasis on practical action, and with its chronological, holistic
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approach, this book provides a roadmap you can use when navigating through your life as a negotiator.
Improve Your Chess Tactics Jakov Neishstadt 2014-03-07 The best advice for chess players who want to
improve quickly is: get better at tactics! Simply because the vast majority of amateur games is decided through
tactics you will immediately start beating more opponents when you improve your tactical skills. Experienced
Russian Grandmaster Jakov Neishtadt has selected those examples from the games of masters that have the
biggest instructional value for club players. In the first part of the book Neishstadt teaches a systematic course
on the most important tactical themes. The second part consist of an exam with hundreds of tests from real-life
chess, in random order so as not to give unwelcome hints on how to solve them. The solutions are not just lists
of moves, but include instructive prose.
100 Endgames You Must Know Jesus de la Villa 2015-12-28 'New (4th) and improved edition of an all-time
classic The good news about endgames is: • there are relatively few endings you should know by heart • once
you know these endings, that's it. Your knowledge never goes out of date! The bad news is that, all the same,
the endgame technique of most players is deficient. Modern time-controls make matters worse: there is simply
not enough time to delve deep into the position. Jesus de la Vila debunks the myth that endgame theory is
complex and he teaches you to steer the game into a position you are familiar with. This book contains only
those endgames that: • show up most frequently • are easy to learn • contain ideas that are useful in more
difficult positions. Your performance will improve dramatically because this book brings you: • simple rules •
detailed and lively explanations • many diagrams • clear summaries of the most important themes • dozens of
tests.
Zlotnik's Middlegame Manual Boris Zlotznik 2020-11-25 If you want to improve your middlegame play, you
will have to develop a FEEL for positions. That’s what Boris Zlotnik has been stressing during his long and
rich trainer’s career. Clicking through concrete variations (a popular pastime in the computer era) is not
enough. To guide your thinking during a game you should be able to fall back on a reservoir of typical ideas
and methods. That is exactly what this book offers you: Zlotnik’s legendary study material about the
middlegame, modernized, greatly extended and published in the English language for the first time. As you
familiarize yourself with the most important strategic ideas and manoeuvres in important basic opening
structures, you will need less time to discover the clues in middlegame positions. You will find it so much
easier to steer your game in the right direction after the opening has ended. Zlotnik’s Middlegame Manual is
accessible to a wide range of post-beginners and club players. It is your passport to a body of instructive
material of unparalleled quality, collected during a lifetime of training and coaching chess. A large collection of
exercises, carefully chosen and didactically tuned, will help you drill what you have learned. With a foreword
by Fabiano Caruana.
Quick Chess Knockouts Julian Hodgson 1996 Grandmaster and twice British Champion Julian Hodgson, with
easy to understand move by move commentary, explains to less-skilled players how they can finish off their
opponents in the very early stages of the game. By setting the cunning traps presented here, the reader will
be given the opportunity - and satisfaction! - of scoring chess knockouts in double-quick time against friends
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and rivals alike.
The Tactics of End-games Jenő Bán 1963 How to snatch draws from lost positions and wins from equality or
worse. Clear presentation of such tactics as walling in, self-pinning, perpetual attack, blockading, much more.
240 chess diagrams.
Rapid Chess Improvement Michael De la Maza 2002 A book for all enthusiastic adult players. Michael de la
Maza reveals the secrets of a unique study plan which he used to transform his level of play in just a twelve
month period.
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